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727-254-4373, 877-466-2934
sophia@sophiastravel.com

Sophia’s Travel Presents
Luxury small group tour lead by Sophia
Spring in Northern Italy between Nature and Wine
March 31 – April 6, 2019
6 nights/7 days
Join Sophia Kulich for this small group tour, stay at exceptional hotels,
Visit Dolomite mountains, enjoy beautiful scenery, Romantic Verona, Padua with
Giotto frescoes, and finish in Venice with amazing experiences!
Eat delicious local food and drink Prosecco, Amarone and other superb wines!
Day 1, March 31st, Sunday, Venice – Dolomites
Morning 9:00- 12:30am arrivals at Venice Marco Polo Airport.
12:00 noon Group transfer to Cortina, Dolomites from Venice Airport.
Please note: Plan your arrival from 9:30 to 11:30am. Departure is planned based on
morning flights around 12:00.
If you cannot arrive in the morning, supplement for private transfer to Dolomites is $360,
we recommend to arrive night before and overnight in airport hotel.
For example, Annia Park hotel https://www.anniaparkhotel.it/eng/ with shuttle service to
airport prices start from 114 euros per room per night.
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In about two hours from Venice's airport you will arrive to the Rose of the Dolomites, where
the next winter Olympics (2021) will take place, most amazing part of the Dolomites, the
Italian mountains, world heritage and truly a breathtaking sight.
Two hundred and fifty million years ago, these mountains were a mass of shells, corals and
algae, submerged in tropical seas. Emerging 70 million years ago, and eroded by time and
weather, today they represent a magnificent geological treasure and give the landscape an
incomparable beauty.
The Dolomites are named after French naturalist Déodat de Dolomieu who, in the second
half of the eighteenth century, was the first to study the particular type of rock predominant
in this region. The unique mix of minerals present in the rock gives the mountains a special
light shade, which is why they are also called the pale mountains.
However, at sunset and sunrise the Dolomites are set ablaze by the rays of the sun in a
spectacle of colours ranging from pink to fiery red. This is the effect of the famous
Enrosadira, or Alpenglow phenomenon.
In 2009, the Dolomites became a UNESCO World Natural Heritage area due their
exceptional beauty and unique formation.
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We will be staying 2 nights in Cortina.
Check into hotel Ambra Cortina Luxury and Fashion Boutique hotel 4*+
https://www.hotelambracortina.it/en/

Enjoy the new restyling of the most glamorous fashion boutique hotel in Cortina d’Ampezzo, in Italy.
The owner of this enchanting hotel in Cortina, Elisabetta Dotto, designed with Imago Design Treviso
the new concept rooms of Hotel Ambra in Cortina d’Ampezzo, conceived for a sophisticated
international clientele.
Hotel Ambra Cortina, located at a stone’s throw from the centre of Cortina d’Ampezzo, offers to its
guests rooms, furnished with antiques and pieces of local craftwork. All rooms have have precious
furniture, made with fine woods and soft fabrics, an ensemble that creates the perfect atmosphere to
provide the ultimate relax and allow guests to enjoy the cares reserved for their stay in our hotel in
Cortina. Everything with the added value of the surrounding landscape, the truly breath-taking view of
the Dolomites.

Afternoon join your driver to have an overview of the Dolomites, from a 3,000 meters
hight! Take the enchanting cable car straight from Cortina and get to see one of the most
breathtaking views of nature. Later, visit the amazing Misurina Lake and have some great
picture of this heaven on earth silent place.
Come back to Cortina and refresh before
light dinner at local restaurant (we have jetlag, after all!).
Overnight Cortina, Hotel Ambra Luxury and Fashion design Boutique hotel
Meals: D
Day 2, April 1st, Monday, Dolomites Tour
Breakfast at hotel
Morning: Mountains, Falls and Lakes sightseeing tour half day.
Join your Alpine guide in this active excursion. Climb the mountain to your own preference:
by car, hiking, snowshoeing or climbing it. In this tour we balance beauty, nature and
activity by visiting also one of the most picturesque and famous cities of the Italian
Dolomites, where traditionally art and money are seen till today. Whether in summer or in
winter - the dolomites always offer an unforgettable and fun experience.
Back to hotel in the afternoon.
Lunch on your own
Evening: get ready for your Mountain Gastronomic Experience. In a typical italian mountain
restaurant, join the locals and taste some of the best of the mountains products: salamis,
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polenta and quite a few types of cheese. Great wines and great cheese in a comfortable
family restaurant. Just the Italian experience at it best.
Overnight Cortina, Hotel Ambra Luxury and Fashion design Boutique hotel
Meals: B, Cheese and wine tasting (for dinner).
Day 3, April 2, Tuesday, Cortina – Padua – Verona
Breakfast at hotel and check out.
10am Departure from Dolomites
Prosecco wine tasting. Your driver will be taking you, like an old friend, to explore some
of the best Italian wines.

In fact, the Veneto Region produces the highest amount of wines in Italy. And we’re here to
explore them! Along with a great Prosecco wine where Prosecco was born, along with
meeting winemakers which makes the whole experience unique and unforgettable. You will
visit a Prosecco cantina and you’ll taste at least 4 types of wine.
Followed by lunch.
Arrival Padua.
2 hour tour of Padua including Scrovegni Chapel.
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Meet your local guide to explore this beautiful university town, with lovely piazzas and
arcaded streets and art monuments. Giotto’s cycle of frescoes inside the Scrovegni Chapel
is considered one of the most important masterpieces of Western art.
Commissioned to the Tuscan artist by the affluent Paduan banker Enrico Scrovegni in the
early 1300s, the frescoes depict the lives of the Virgin Mary and Christ in a way that parts
from previous and contemporary art. The figures are no longer elongated or stylized as in
the Byzantine style, they wear clothes that hang naturally, they are three-dimensional – in
other words, they appear ‘real’. Giotto also made use of perspective, which was not
common at the time.

Continue to Verona, arrival, check in hotel Du Torri 5*
https://www.lhw.com/hotel/Due-Torri-Hotel-Verona-Italy
Member of the Leading Hotels of the World, occupying a historic 14th-century palace, Due Torri Hotel
is situated in the heart of Verona, just a stone's throw from Juliet's famous balcony. The superb
quality of the furnishings and the professional service are highly valued by its devoted international
clientele. Extensive recent refurbishments have yielded a fresh facade, contemporary touches, a new
dining room, an exclusive interior courtyard, ideal for cocktails, dinners and a panoramic terrace with
spectacular views of the history city center. Rooms and suites are appointed with period furniture, and
hand-crafted marble in warm tones, mosaic decorations, and refined textiles.

Accommodations in classic rooms.
Overnight Verona hotel Du Torri
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Dinner on your own.
Meals: B, L, with wine tasting
Day 4, April 3, Wednesday, Verona
Breakfast at hotel
Meet your local guide for Verona tour, the ancient roman city who still fascinate all of us for
it’s two beauties: The Romeo and Juliette’s story & Terrace and the 2000 years old Arena,
which is the amphitheater, still intact and still in use.

Break for lunch (on your own).
After lunch, join your driver and head towards the countryside of Verona, a landscape that
has inspired the Napa Valley residents to become a wine area. We’ll start our tour in the
vineyard and the surrounding area, we’ll taste a Valpolicella, a Valpolicalla Classico, Ripasso
and Amarone. We’ll learn the difference between them and enjoy right after a dinner in a
typical local yet elegant restaurant.
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After dinner we’ll get back to the hotel.
Overnight Verona hotel Du Torri
Meals: B, D
Day 5, April 4, Thursday, Verona – Venice
Breakfast at hotel and check out.
Your driver will pick you up at your hotel and will transfer you to the train station, where
you’ll hop on the train to Venice, 1 hour train business class to Venice.
Arrival Venice Santa Lucia train station, meeting your assistant and transfer to your hotel by
private boat to hotel Ca Sagredo 5* https://www.casagredohotel.com
A Private Palazzo, a Noble Residence, a Museum, a Luxury Hotel and much more… this all is Ca’
Sagredo, member of Small Luxury Hotels. The sheer beauty of Ca’ Sagredo Hotel is weep-with-joy
wondrous. The 15th century Palace has been declared a National Monument and still preserves the
untouched beauty of an ancient noble Residence. It oozes romance while the opulently frescoed
ballroom and lounge echoes with epic events of the past. Just gliding up the imposing marble
staircase; whilst resisting a tap on a cherub’s peachy cheek, feels positively regal. Ca’ Sagredo’s views
of the canal life and the historical Rialto Market opposite are storybook scenes of old. The hotel’s 42
magnificently appointed rooms and suites are a seriously suggestive sight to behold with classic
Venetian styling. Art lovers be warned: there are so many treasures here, it’s easy to forget the
outside world.

Accommodations in classic rooms.
Lunch on your own
Afternoon, tour of Venice,
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Depending of interests of group participants, either Venice highlights tour, visiting Doge
Palace and San Marco or VIP Jewish tour.
Venice Highlights. Doge’s Palace & St. Mark’s Basilica
In this fascinating tour, learn about what Venice used to be. Meet your guide at the lobby of
your hotel and head towards New York of 500 years ago. The city that ruled over almost a
continent. Learn who was the Doge and his role in the history of the world, and pay a visit
to the Doge’s Palace, a house made to show off. Later, skip the lines of the Basilica of
Venice and enter a Byzantine world. The best of the best of gold and of design, covered with
stories and history your guide will share with you. At the end of your tour, your guide will
drop you at your restaurant.
Duration: 3 hours.
Includes: Specialized guides, all entrance fees, a private visit to the Doge’s Palace, a visit
inside St. Mark’s Basilica.
Or
Jewish Tour
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Venice hosted the first Ghetto in the world. Start your tour with a visit to 4 out of the five
existing synagogues in Venice. See some different architectural styles for different
provenances. Visit the Jewish Museum and learn about the venetian long Jewish heritage
and visit the first two Jewish Ghettos in the world.
Learn about famous personages of the ghetto, about it’s music and see where it all started.
Be a voyager in time, through all the periods of this place and pay a visit to the first official
bank in the world.
At the end of your tour, enjoy a cup of tea or a glass of wine with your guide and discuss
Jewish situation in Venice and elsewhere.
Duration: 3 hours.
Includes: Water limo from your hotel to the ghetto, a private guide, a private visit to the
synagogues, a visit to the Jewish Museum, entrance fees, coffee or wine.
Evening
Rags to Riches – exclusive foodie tour
This tour involves some private boat passages, some classics like a Bellini at Harry’s Bar as
well as some hidden jams for Venetians only, and some elegant places as well. This tour
covers also dinner, though it’s not the most important part of it. It is conducted by a
Sommelier where you’ll have the possibility not only to learn about food and wine, but also
about Venice and about its history.
Duration : 3.5 hours.
Includes : All drinks and tastings, boats and a sommelier guide.
Overnight Venice Ca Sagredo.
Meals: B, D and wine tasting
Day 6, April 5, Friday, Venice
Breakfast at hotel.
Meet your guide at hotel’s lobby for full day tour
Venetian Insider tour.
What a way to explore Venice! Meet your guide at the lobby of your hotel and together head
towards both the highlights and the hidden spots of Venice. Start with the Rialto Market,
where you’ll smell some fresh fish and see some exotic veggies. Continue on a gondola
traghetto to cross the grand canal, sneak into one of the Palaces on the Grand Canal and
learn how Venice’s really built. Enjoy a stroll off the beaten track into the backyard of
Venice where you’ll visit an ancient church and, just like Venetians do, enjoy a bite with the
famous Spritz, the venetian drink that opens appetites for centuries.
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Duration: 3 hours.
Includes: A private guide, all entrance fees and costs, Spritz.
Continue with boat tour.

Murano & Burano Tour
The best way to explore Murano Glass and to learn about its history is to have a private visit
to a glass factory in Murano Island. These factories existed for 700 years now and in order
to become a Murano Glass Master you have to study and work for about 17 years. You will
also visit some special Showrooms where the glass masters sell their creations. After the
visit, stroll through the brightly colored houses in Burano seeing the meticulousness of the
Burano Lace. Enjoy your private water limo showing you around the lagoon and the narrow
canals of Venice. End your tour on the grand canal after an unforgettable experience in the
island of Murano.
Duration : 3 hours.
Includes : a water limo with a skipper for all the duration of the tour, a guide, a visit to a
glass factory and a coffee or a glass of wine.
Evening: farewell dinner.
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To celebrate a grand finale of our beautiful week, we will have a farewell dinner in the
superb Do Forni restaurant.
The history of Do Forni restaurant hails back to the most characteristic and ancient
traditions of the city. During the golden years of the Venetian Republic the bakery producing
bread and sweets for the nearby convent of San Zaccaria (the Doge's Palace) was located
here, in fact, and a small part was used as a typical Venetian tavern (with cicchetti
appetizers). After the fall of the Venetian Republic in 1797, the tavern was expanded to
include the area previously used as bakery. It became a restaurant in the nineteenth
century under its current name and it has been under the care of Mr Eligio Paties since
1973. Through his passionate vocation, understanding of the cultural importance of cuisine,
and his innate hospitality, he has successfully turned Do Forni into a popular destination for
all those who travel to Venice and wish to experience the noblest traditions of Venetian
hospitality. Do Forni Restaurant offers a traditional and elegant setting in its Venetian-style
rooms, and luxurious in those rooms that faithfully reproduce the hospitality of an Orient
Express dining car.
The dinner will include all wines, all fresh fish antipasto, first dish, second dish, side dish,
dessert, coffee and digestifs.
Overnight Ca Sagredo.
Meals: B, D
Day 7, April 6, Saturday, Venice – departure
Breakfast at hotel and check out.
Check out, group transfers to the airport.
Please note – there is a supplement for private transfer $200 for up to 2 people.
END OF SERVICES
Price per person,
Double/twin occupancy: $4,020
Single: $4,915
Based on minimum 6 people.
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Price includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accommodations in luxury hotels, classic/superior rooms, tax and breakfast included.
City tax pay at hotel extra.
Sightseeing per itinerary with transportation, local guides
Food and wine tasting per itinerary
Group airport transfers to/from Venice
Entrance fees per itinerary
1 lunch with wine tasting
5 gourmet dinners with wine
Wine tastings
Train tickets Business class from Verona to Venice.

Extra:
• Airfare
• Gratuities
• Other sightseeing not specified above
• Meals except specified above
• Drinks with meals except where specified
Payment:
Nonrefundable deposit required $250 per person to register.
Once minimum 6 people number will be reached, the tour will be guaranteed. After that, we
advise participants to book airfare. Please do not buy airfare until we will have tour
confirmed with minimum number of people. If no minimum reached, the tour will
be cancelled and deposit returned.
Once tour confirmed, 60 days prior full prepayment is required.
Credit cards: please fill in credit card form
http://www.sophiastravel.com/creditcard-authorization-form
CANCELLATIONS & REFUND POLICY (All cancellations must be received in writing)
•

After booking deposit $250 per person

•

60-0 days before departure, 100%

Since it is a small group and price depends on minimum number of people, deposit
and full payment are non-refundable. Travel insurance is strongly recommended.
Credit card form
Terms and conditions
http://www.sophiastravel.com/creditcard-authorization-form
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Cancellation penalties
•

After booking deposit $250 per person

•

60-30 days before departure, 50% of total

•

30-0 days – no refund

Travel Insurance is strongly recommended.
Important info
1. Times are approximate just for guideline
2. Itinerary might be changed slightly due to appointments and opening/closing times.
3. Later we might add on some optional entertainment or more experience with extra cost
4. Luggage is restricted to 1 reasonably large suitcase weight under 20 kg, and 1 carry on
per person. If the travelers will bring more luggage, they will be responsible for extra cost of
transporting this luggage.
5. All participants must be reasonably fit, and able to walk on cobblestone streets, walk
up and down the hills and stairs. Unfortunately this trip is not suitable for participants in
wheelchairs, motorized scooters, and walkers or with limited mobility.
6. Flexibility, a sense of humor, and ability to manage your own baggage, when required,
and a willingness to accept local standards of amenities and services are essential
components to the enjoyment of this trip.
7. Churches and Synagogues enforce fairly strict dress codes. Women may need to have
head coverings (scarves) with them, and men and women may need to have their arms and
legs modestly covered. Your guides will advise you when this is the case.
8. Every effort has been made to make the information in this schedule accurate. However,
trip itineraries are always subject to change. We will do our best to inform you in advance of
any changes but in any case you will experience the best of the country’s culture.

DISCLAIMERS
Sophia’s Travel, division of EMCO Travel, LLC and any of its affiliated clubs or organizations
(collectively, the “Company”) act as intermediary and agents for suppliers (The “Principals”)
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in selling services which are not directly supplied by the Company, such as air carriage,
hotel accommodations, ground transportation, meals, tours, cruises and other related
services. The Company assumes no liability for breach of contract or any intentional or
negligent actions or omissions on the part of the Principals which results in any loss,
accident, delay, irregularity, damage, or injury to you or your traveling companions or
group members either by reason of any defect in any mode of transportation, or for any
reason whatsoever, or through the acts or defaults of any company or person engaged in
conveying you or your traveling companions or group members or carrying out the
arrangements of the tour. Further, the Company assumes no liability for any injury,
damage, loss, accident, delay or irregularity which is caused by any terrorist activities,
social or labor unrest, mechanical or construction difficulties, diseases, local laws, climactic
conditions, abnormal conditions or unforeseen developments. The Company assumes no
responsibility or ascertaining and/or evaluating local conditions along the itinerary,
determining whether or not advisories or warnings exist for any part of the itinerary or
communicating to you a statement of same, and in fact has not done so and will not do
so. Before departure, the travelers must check the following websites for current health
and travel information and travel advisory.
http://www.cdc.gov/travel/ - Center for decease control and prevention
http://www.who.int/en/ - World Health Organization
http://www.state.gov/travel/ - Department of State Travel (USA)
The prices quoted are based on U.S. dollar valuation and foreign exchange values and tariffs
at the time of printing. In case of appreciable variations in such values, the Company
retains the right to make such adjustments in prices as are necessary.
You should consider and in your discretion obtain appropriate insurance coverage to the
extent available with respect to risks associated with your travel.
Your retention of tickets, reservations or bookings after issuance shall constitute an
acceptance of and consent to the above terms and conditions and an agreement on your
part to convey the contents hereto to your travel companions or group members.
If the client is dissatisfied with any part of the package, the ultimate supplier (hotel, tour
company, etc.) is solely in the position and the only one with any authority to make any
adjustments.
The Company cannot be responsible for any arrangements not made through our agency.
All rates pertaining to independent hotels and services are agency’s negotiated rates and
include handling fees consisting of communications expenses incurred to obtain
reservations. The Company will not be held responsible for any differences between rates
paid prior to departure and locally posted rates, and absolutely no refunds will be made for
such possible differences.
Thank you for your business,
Sophia Kulich, CTC
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